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          WebViewer Version:

8.0.0

Do you have an issue with a specific file(s)? No

Can you reproduce using one of our samples or online demos? Template Generation Demo

i can not see any sample code for this demo. could you please provide

Are you using the WebViewer server? no

Does the issue only happen on certain browsers? no

Is your issue related to a front-end framework? no

Is your issue related to annotations? no

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

I have add the demo link, but i can not see any sample code. could you please provide this or where i can get this.

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

there are no issue, but the missing of code example

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:

https://www.pdftron.com/samples/web/samples/advanced/template-fill/
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Hardening WebViewer Server - Web Security
	SharePoint PDF library
	Salesforce Lightning Web Component to view, edit, annotate PDF & Office files
	Optimize & reduce lib folder for WebViewer - Optimize via script

APIs:	Core - options
	UI -  dangerouslySetNoteTransformFunction(noteTransformFunction)
	WebViewerInstance - new WebViewerInstance()

Forums:	Change custom annotations mounting corner
	Annotation States are not working properly
	Rotate Custom annotation
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          Here’s a link to the sample and associated code https://www.pdftron.com/documentation/web/samples/advanced/#office-template-filling

Here’s the direct link to the source code https://www.pdftron.com/documentation/samples/js/template-fill/

If you want to see the sample running locally you can download the WebViewer zip here https://www.pdftron.com/documentation/web/download/web/#webviewer then run npm install and npm start and navigate to the advanced samples. The code can be found under samples/advanced/template-fill.

Let me know if you have any more questions about this.
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